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1.} the} present 'invenaen sameness is satisfyjtai'wish 

19st ‘ 
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marinasgbeerexpressed “since a long time lay-many 
subscribers'lontelephone systems, tha'tof being provided 

aui‘instriimént: 'inaiesinig ‘the fees, , which instrument 
should‘be of a simple and=cheapi structure and is capa 
ble of being asscciatcdwith. a; telephone set- ' Alt' themes 
ent time, theisubscribers cannot asa matterof ‘fact ascer 
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tain ‘the fees to be paid for their calls nor can they ' 
check the invoices they receive from the telephone man- . 
agement at the end of each reckoning period. 
The present application has for its object an instru-. 

ment indicating the fees to be paid and showing on 
the one hand the individual fees for each .call and on 
the other hand the total of such fees. Its casing may 
be designed readily so as‘ to form a support for the porta 
ble telephone set with which it is to be associated. 
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This indicator includes to'this end a partial totalizer . 
equipped with a return to zero mechanism and a general 
totalizer and, according to the invention, the two totalizers 
are simultaneously actuated in parallel by a single con- _ 
trol member which is advantageously constitutedby an 
electro-magnet, this actuation of the totalizers being pro 
vided selectively through two separate mechanisms. 
Accompanying drawings illustrate by way of exempli 

?cation such an indicator of fees executed in conformity 
with the present invention. In said drawings: 

FIG. 1 is an elevational view of said apparatus and of 
the telephone set for which it serves as a support. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective diagrammatic view of the ap 
paratus without its casing. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrates the operation of the return 
to zero mechanism. 
The indicator illustrated includes a horizontal electro 

magnet 10 the armature 11 of which pivots round a ver 
tical spindle 12 against the action‘ of a return spring 13. 
The movements of the armature ll‘are transmitted to the 
horizontal spindle 14 through the agency of a lever arm 
15 provided with a-roller 16 urged against one of the 
arms ofvthe armature by a spring 17. ~ 
To the spindle 14 are keyed the anchors 18a and 18b 

of two escape gears 20a and 20b which transmit repective 
ly the fee. impulses to the ?rst digit-carrying drums 19a 
and 19b of the two totalizing systems A and B through 
the agency of the toothed wheels 20a and 20b. The arm 7 
15 is .?tted ‘on the spindle 14 with an angular setting 
such that it stops together with the anchors 18 just before 
the armature 11 reaches its .drawn in position, so that’ 
the vibrations to which the armature 11 may be subjected 
at this last moment cannot be transmitted to said spindle 
14. 
The digit-carrying drums of the two totalizers which 

revolve round the same geometrical axis 21 are driven in 
the conventional manner by transfer pinions 33 having the 
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outline shown in FIG. 4. The amounts given out by ' 
the drums appear as shown in FIG. v1 through two gates 
22a and 22b formed in the front plate 23a of the casing 
23 of the instrument. ‘ , 

The return to zero mechanism of the partial totalizer 
is ‘controlled by a lever 24 pivoting round itsvaxis 25. 
Said lever passes through an opening in the casing and 
terminates outwardly with a ?nger-operable key. The re 
turn to zero mechanism includes a spring 27 connecting 
the lever 24'with a toothed arcuate segment 28 ?tted 
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over a spindle .29 and cooperating with a similar toothed 
arcuate segmentv 30 keyed to the spindleSl. -To’ said 
spindle 31‘ are ‘keyed’ the return to zero hammers 32' while 
the. transfer pinions” '(FIGs4) are carried by‘ a rocker 
34;‘ the~<latter which ‘is pivotally ‘secured :at' 35 includes 
a bent forked arm 36" meshing with a pin '37'onthe 
link' 38‘ rigid with tilez'ségrnen't 28 ‘and it His; subjected‘ 
to.the§action ofla spring‘i39lholding the pinions '33 in 

theirienga’gediposition. ' ' " I . ‘ ‘ The operation of .the'féin'dicating' instrument which-has 

just'beendescribed is asFTfollows: v I " ‘When atrain of fee pulses. reaches: the electro-magnet 

10,. the armature 11 rocks .-and;;itsj movementis transi 
mitted simultaneously toythe‘twoyanchors 1,8; , Each; digit 
(m. the drums‘l? ent¢¥s'i?!st~~ia1i intermediate position 
under- digestion .qf sileulavcmentgfrthe armature-against 
the’ action 'of " spring 13 during which the lower tines 
of the anchors make the drums 19 progress by one half 

~ digit interval, after which the digit enters its ?nal position 
through a further progression produced by the return 
movement of the armature under the action of the spring 
13 during which the upper tines provide for the ?nishing 
of the movements of the drums 19. 
The return to zero of the partial totalizer which is 

shown in FIG. 3 of the‘ drawings is obtained as follows: 
When the subscriber depresses the'key at the end of. . 

the lever 24,.this makes the lever 24 rotate in the direc 
tion of the arrow {1 against the action of the spring 
27. During the ?rst part of this movement, the seg 
ment 28 remains stationary because the action of said 
spring, which is originally stretched and the tensioning 
of which increases during said part of the movement of 
the lever 24, urges the latter into a rocking movement 
in a direction in which it is arrested by a stop which is 
not illustrated. I 
When the point of attachment 41 of the spring 27 has 

I reached the plane de?ned by the axis of the spindle 29 
and the point of attachment 42 at the other end of the 
spring, said spring 27 is in its position of maximum ten 
sioning and the mechanism is in a condition of non 
stable equilibrium. If the lever 24 is shifted beyond the 
position it occupies at this moment, the spring 27 ex 
pands suddenly and carries along with it the arcuate seg 
ment 28 and consequently drives the segment 30, the di 
rections of rotation of the segments being indicated re 
spectively by the arrows f2 and {3. 
The pivotal movement of the segment 28 causes the 

rocker 34 to rock against the action of the spring 39 so 
as to release thus the pinions 33 while simultaneously 
the pivotal movement of vthe segment 30 urges the harn 
mers 32 against the heart-‘shaped cams and produce the 
return to zero of the totalizer. 
What I claim is: . ‘ ' 

.1. 'In a ?at instrument adapted to carry a telephone 
set and to count the fee pulses and including a general 
totalizer and ‘a partial totalizer arranged in coaxial re 
lationship, the combination of an electromagnet including 
a winding fed with fee'pulses and the axis of which is 
parallel with the common axis of the totalizers, an arma 
ture controlled by the electromagnet and pivoting round 
an axis substantially perpendicular to the totalizer axis, a 
spindle extending in substantialparallelism with the total 
izer axis, a short rod radially rigid with the spindle, 
a roller revolvably carried by the outer end of said rod 

' and engaging the pivoting armature to be shifted angularly 
by the pivotal movement ofsaid armature, upon energiza 
tion of the electromagnet, a spring urging said spindle 
into, a position for which the roller engages the armature, 
two arms rigid with the spindle and extending substan- > 
tially in a plane passing through the totalizer axis and the 
electromagnet axis,;means wherethrough said arms con 
trol the operation of the totalizers, and a flat casing 
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enclosing the totalizers and the electromagnet and carry~ 
ingthe telephone set. 

2. In a ?at instrument adapted to carry a telephone set 
and to count the fee pulses and including a general total 
izer and‘ a partial totalizer arranged in coaxial relation 
ship, the combination of an electromagnet ‘including a 
winding fed with fee pulses and the axis of which is 
parallel with the common axis of thetotalizers, an arma 
ture controlled by- the'electromagnet and pivoting round 
an axis substantially perpendicular to'the totalizer axis, a 
spindle extending. in substantial parallelism with the totalr 
izerv axis, a short rod radiallyrigidz with the spindle,»a 
roller revolvably carried by the outer end of- said rod 
and engagingthepivotingiarmatureto‘be shiftedangularly 
by the pivotal movement of said armature, upon ener; 
gization of the electromagnet, a spring-urging said spindle 
into a‘ position for which the roller engages the armature, 
two arms rigid with the spindle and extending substan 
tially in a plane passing through the totalizer axis and the 
‘eleetromagnet ‘axis, nieans wherethrough said arms con 
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trol the operation of the totalizers, a ?nger-operable reset 
key extending substantially in lastgmentioned plans be 
tween the totalizers and perpendicularly to the axis of the 
latter, and a ?at casing enclosing the totalizers and the 
electromagnet, provided with an opening for the passage 
of the key and carrying the telephone set‘ 
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